Solubility of metal atoms in helium droplets: exploring the effect of the well depth using the coinage metals Cu and Ag.
We report a theoretical investigation of the solution properties of Cu and Ag atoms dissolved in He clusters. Employing our recent ab initio ground state pair potential for Me-He (Me = Ag, Cu), we simulated the species Me@He (n) (n = 2-100) by means of diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) obtaining exact information on their energetics and the structural properties. In particular, we investigated the sensitivity of structural details on the well depth of the two interaction potentials. Whereas Ag structures the first He solvation layer similarly, to some extent, to a positive ion such as Na(+), Cu appears to require the onset of a second solvation shell for a similar dense structure to be formed despite an interaction well of 28.4 μhartree. An additional signature of the different solution behavior between Ag and Cu appears also in the dependence of the energy required to evaporate a single He atom on the size of the MeHe(n) clusters. The absorption spectrum for the (2)P ← (2)S excitation of the metals was also simulated employing the semi-classical Lax approximation to further characterize Me@He(n) (n = 2-100) using novel accurate interaction potentials between He and the lowest (2)P state of Ag and Cu in conjunction with the Diatomic-in-Molecules approach. The results indicated that Ag exciplexes should not form via a direct vertical excitation into an attractive region of the excited manifolds and that there is an interesting dependence of the shape of the Cu excitation bands on the local structure of the first solvation shell.